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Abstract

Ultrasonography has been rarely used to measure musculoskeletal and joint activity in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). The aim of this review is to discuss the utility and reliability of this non-invasive diagnostic tool for the assessment of joint disease in SLE patients. In the last decade, several reports have highlighted the role of ultrasonography for a better evaluation of SLE-related musculoskeletal symptoms. The symptoms have also been associated with worse outcomes in SLE; therefore, it is essential to seek useful and accessible techniques for better understanding of such patients who are insufficiently assessed by standard physical examination.
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Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is an autoimmune disease that can affect any organ or system (1). The early diagnosis and control of symptoms through disease outcome is important for rheumatologists not only to initiate adequate treatments but also to avoid unneeded medications (2). Musculoskeletal (MS) involvement is the most common group of symptoms in patients with SLE (70%-95% over the disease course and up to 60% during disease flares), or even as a first presenting symptom in up to 50% of cases (3-5). Therefore, the clinical picture varies from transient or migratory arthralgia, non-deforming and nonerosive arthritis, and tenosynovitis to Jaccoud's arthropathy, which shows deformities with none or few bone erosions, depending on the imaging technique used (3, 4). According to a variety of descriptive cohorts, other uncommon MS manifestations in SLE patients are myositis, fibromyalgia, fragility fractures, and osteonecrosis (5-12). Interestingly, it is very important to appropriately assess joint disease to help physicians establish early SLE diagnosis and to give an interesting window of opportunity to treat SLE. Thereafter, the increasing implementation of T2T treatment strategies on patients may allow a better control and clinical monitoring along with decreasing further complications, thereby leading to a better prognosis. Ozbek et al. (13) demonstrated that despite MS symptoms being the most common initial symptom, they were barely diagnosed as SLE only in 27% of cases within the first 3 months of the disease (9). The delayed diagnosis may have a further impact on accurate diagnosis, morbidity, and mortality, and the authors attributed the low intensity of MS symptoms (“arthralgia”) to this situation.

Classically, MS involvement in SLE has been considered a mild complaint for many years, thereby disparaging its potential role on disability or joint destruction. However, in the last decade, several studies have raised concerns in the outcomes for patients with MS involvement in terms of impaired health-related quality of life (HRQoL), disability, hand functioning, and work productivity (14-18). Even in the absence of clinical synovitis, MS involvement causes important disability, loss of function, and a socioeconomic impact (19, 20). Therefore, MS SLE disease activity has been highlighted as a major determinant of HRQoL impairment (21). However, arthritis manifestation per se has been associated with the presence of specific subsets of patients when clusters of clinical manifestations were evaluated (22). Moreover, studying specific subsets of SLE patients adds new data on the SLE outcome (23-25). SLE patients with RNP, Sm, and APL antibodies showed a higher frequency of arthritis (and serositis) than patients with other antibody profiles (DNA ds, Ro, and La). Besides, in a study that assessed clusters and mortality and flares per year, a cluster with arthritis as the main involvement (alongside higher use of glucocorticoids and immunosuppressant than of other clusters) was found to be associated with worse outcomes (26). It is noteworthy that MS
damage domains appear as one of the most chiefly affected domains when assessing SLE clusters by damage with an important impact on the overall SLE mortality compared to other damage clusters (27).

Based on the abovementioned observations, it seems crucial to confirm joint disease as arthritis. Meanwhile, the unspecific “musculoskeletal” involvement has been associated with higher rates of mortality, intense treatment strategies, and specific clinical subsets (28).

SLE disease activity-validated tools are consistent with the presence of MS activity, although these are based on the clinical identification of joint swelling (29). However, many patients do not show consistent signs of joint inflammation upon physical examination, although they show many other symptoms that rheumatologists may attribute to SLE MS involvement. Considering these ideas, a need for a more sensitive and specific tool to assess joints and tendons involvement and damage in SLE certainly seems the goal. Physicians and patients need a more reliable, accessible, and specific MS assessment diagnostic tool, such as Musculoskeletal Ultrasound (MSKUS), in SLE. MSKUS gains more potential when the possible confounding factors, such as fibromyalgia, fragility fractures, and Jaccoud’s arthropathy, may confound patient’s HRQoL perception, thereby leading to better strategies than those only taken from patients’ opinion obtained from the clinical interview (20, 30). Notably, an increasing number of projects nowadays focus on the latter, and the role of ultrasonography (US) is likely to become a priority in the clinical setting.

Role of ultrasound in systemic lupus erythematosus musculoskeletal manifestations and joint disease

It is widely accepted that MSKUS increases the detection of a higher number of inflamed joints and tendons than the clinical exam findings in inflammatory arthropathies (31). Furthermore, Ogura et al. (32) have recently demonstrated that, similar to what occurs in rheumatoid arthritis, the predominance of tendon involvement (tenosynovitis and peri-extensor tendon inflammation) over synovitis when assessing treatment-naive SLE patients by MSKUS is crucial. Interestingly, similar findings have been described in SLE-active patients, where in Torrente-Segarra et al. (33) found a higher frequency of MSKUS abnormalities in patients complaining of arthralgia without confirmed arthritis. Moreover, Dreyer et al. (34) confirmed these findings in a more robust effort with more accurate evaluations, assessing all hand joints and tendons through US and clinical assessments. Based on these two studies, compared to MSKUS in the daily practice, a clinical joint examination seems to underestimate synovitis in SLE patients (27). Moreover, erosions have been shown in SLE patients with arthritis without rhuspus or Jaccoud arthropathy patterns while receiving treatment for organic involvement of its SLE (Figure 1).

Interestingly, a recent review by Zayat et al. (29) focused on the role of MSKUS in assessing MS symptoms in SLE (27). Considering the application of quality measurement tools, the authors reinforce the potential use of the US in the evaluation of SLE disease activity in nine selected articles on this issue. However, they also raised the need to improve this knowledge since the nature of these articles presented heterogeneity in patient inclusion criteria, risk of bias, collected data, activity measures, outcome, US abnormalities definitions, assessed areas/joints, comparison with healthy controls, and previous treatments. Some studies have suggested an association between US abnormalities and SLE disease activity measures; nevertheless, one study found the opposite (35-37). The majority of those studies found the presence of US abnormalities in patients with MS symptoms; however, asymptomatic patients also showed US abnormalities (mostly in tendons) in four studies (24, 25, 30, 37). Erosions were also observed in several patients (2-41%), mainly in Jaccoud’s arthropathy and rhuspus patients. Only three studies clearly separated rhuspus from non-rhuspus patients, and the other studies with included rhuspus patients led to a bias in data collection. The latter could explain the wide range found in terms of erosion detection. Interestingly, the presence of synovitis by MSKUS in symptomatic patients without swelling clinically observed upon physical examination was present in up to 82% of cases, which seemed important for assessment. The given scenario has a deep impact on the treatment strategy. Grade 1 gray scale without Power Doppler signal (PD) was also reported, and we currently know that this observation may also be found in other rheumatologic conditions, such osteoarthritis and hypermobility syndrome undergoing stretching maneuvers over the joints.

Our group demonstrated that arthralgia was related to the overall SLE activity and the existence of US and clinical abnormalities, such as tenosynovitis and synovitis (based on OMERACT) (33). Recently, Piga et al. (21) suggested the power of US by PD signal in predicting MS flares within the first 24 months. They also showed that erosions do not lead to worse HRQoL per se. In contrast, active MS SLE activity and Jaccoud’s arthropathy are associated with impaired HRQoL. Another recent article by Corzo et al. (28) shows approximately 6-year patient outcome measurement after US baseline assessment in patients with arthralgia and US abnormalities. Those who presented US abnormalities at baseline showed higher need of methotrexate and hydroxychloroquine use to control MS SLE activity than those who did not show any US abnormalities or MS symptoms at baseline (26). This study is the first prospective study to assess the long-term outcome of SLE patients who showed US joint abnormalities at some point of disease progression. Patients who initially showed US abnormalities (synovitis and tenosynovitis) and were followed and treated in clinical practice settings by standard of care based on Spanish Society of Rheumatology guidelines mainly experienced MS symptoms throughout the study. The main reason to start anew the aforementioned disease-modifying drugs was the persistence of MS symptoms, in which the presence of US abnormalities was very common (more than
70% of cases, mostly tenosynovitis in 39% of cases) compared to those who did not show MS involvement or US abnormalities. Unfortunately, possibly because of the small sample of remaining patients at the end of follow-up, no association was found between the increasing need of treatment and a specific US finding.

Conclusion
Our clinical research pathway on MSKUS and SLE clinical assessment reinforces the use of MSKUS together with functional and quality of life measurement tools to better depict and understand the symptoms. Considering the previous experience with rheumatoid arthritis and psoriatic arthritis, US in SLE is likely to become an essential diagnostic tool in the diagnosis, monitoring, and treatment strategies of patients as soon as they present the flare. We essentially do not have enough experience or information, but as it was initially wiped out for rheumatoid arthritis and posteriorly widely accepted, we encourage SLE experts to use US at the onset of SLE to set up a baseline mapping of joint activity on the basis of US. The agreement on the future value of the MSKUS in SLE for MS involvement disease progression, prognosis, and outcome seems to ease management of SLE patients in a clinical setting. Further studies are needed to globally clarify and validate US as a technique of sensitive, specific, and predictive value to confirm joint inflammatory arthritis in SLE.
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